NOW AND JH[N

In 1930, the area that is now Seattle Center was called the Civic Center. A Civic Auditorium is in
the center of the photo. the Ice Arena is on the left and Civic Field lies to the right.

Before
the Needle
A PIONEER'S GARDEN IS NOW SEATILE CENTER
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hese three panoramas from Queen
Anne Hill ali look south across what
was David and Louisa Denny's pioneer claim and is now the Seattle
Center. The three views show roughly the
same territory and were photographed. within
a stone's throw of one another.
Across the sky of the oldest view,
photographer C. L. Andrews has scrawled his
dramatic caption, "Seattle when the Klondike
was struck - 1896." Beginning in 1897, Seattle
was "struck" by the gold rushers who bought
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their outfits here and later, if they were
fortunate, invested their gold here.
David Denny was not so fortunate. The
Alaska Gold Rush came three years too late
. to. save his group from bankruptcy during the
1893 market crash. So by 1897, the first year
of Seattle's economic revival , David and
Louisa no longer owned their claim .
our oldest photograph shows Denny Hill ,

with its namesake hotel on top, gradually
rising from the meadows in the foreground.

And the hill appears again, in absentia, on the l eft of the 1896 scene where the wide, rough

clearing is the last scar, or regrade, of Denny
Hill's destruction .
The second view was photographed by
Asahel Curtis during the first complete year
of the next Great Depression. As the
photographs show, the city has changed so
radically in the 34 intervening years that it is

difficult to find any connection between the
two views. There are but a few familiar
homes in the foreground of the two scenes.
he 1930 view shows the Seattle
skyline that essentially represented.
the city until the Space Needle was
built in 1962.
Another World's Fair creation, the Opera
House, is actu3.\ly the old Civic Auditorium
reworked. in a new wrapping. The auditorium
with an ice arena and play field at its side
was built on the site of the old Denny garden
in 1928.
Like the Memorial Stadium that replaced
it in the late 1950s, Civic Field (seen to the
right of the auditorium) was the city's
primary stage for high school football. For a
few years in the 1930s it was also the
homefield for the Seattle Indians until the
baseball team changed. it's name to the
Rainiers and moved. to Sick's Stadium.
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Left- Seattle's present skyline has the
Space Needle as its northern anchor.
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